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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this test is to demonstrate the feasibility of projection fuel
elements for use in existing process tubing and to determine the reduction in
rupture rates or hot-spot incidence so achieved.

TEST SUMMARY

This test is to authorize, a) charglng 20 columns of bumper type fuel elements and
20 columns of control elements per reactor into B, D, DR, F, and H Reactors for
irradiation up to 1200 MMD/T exposure, and b) irradiation of four columns each of

enriched (0.947_) bumper and enriched (0.947_) normal type fuel elements until two
ruptures are sustained in each (or until one group shows a significant improvement).

BASIS AND JUSTIFICATION

One of the three major categories of HAPO fuel element failures is the side-corrosion

type of failure. Past experience has indicated that uniform corrosion, as calculated
with existing techniques, could not account for the majority of these failures; but

rather, some_rapid corrosive mechanism must be assumed. It has been demonstrated
previously _lj that misalignment of fuel elements in a process tube will produce.a
hot-spot type flow pattern and area of heavM corrosion. Calculations by Wood_2)
indicate that temperatures sufficiently high to produce a steam Jacket on the fuel
element can be obtained with local annulus clearance reductions to a value of less
than 15 mils. Steam Jacketing of an area of slu_ surface could permit further sur-
face temperature increase's, sufficient %o initiate inte6ranular attack with relative-
ly short incubation periods, and presumably failure if imperfect Al-Si bonds are
exposed. Even without reaching the steam Jacketin_ condition, sufficiently high
surface temperatures can be reached to give more rapid than predicted corrosion rates;

however, this effect is small unless several elements are misaligned as a group.

The use of a projection attached to the side of the fuel element to assure alignment
has been proposed and it is possible to prepare on a production scale projection
elements which will guarantee an annular clearance of 15 mils. This element, termed
a "bumpec slu6", is designed to be supportad on the ribs of the process tube, oriented
such that the projections reduce the degree of possible misallgnment. Testing to
date has been directed along the lines of the self-supported types of fuel element
primarily; wherein it has been demonstrated that the supports have sufficient strength,
do not of themselves create a corrosion problem and in actuality most likely eliminate
any hot-spot areas. In addition, a preliminary test loading of bumper fuel elements
Is under Irradlatlon in KW Reactor. This test is designed to indicate potential
problem areas and to evaluate discharge problems. It also is designed to prove that
at current operating conditions, hot-spots are in fact eliminated. This test is

scheduled for discharge about July 1959.

(77 _W-_)5:/_, F"_I,_','i(el,ortu:,I'1'-IO5-O3_I_A,An Pile CocKed Slum Tests," PB McCarthy,
6-___-58.

"A _(2) }{W-5';IO_J, }'ost_latedHot-Spot Failure Mechanlsm, '_ EC Wood, 2-9-59
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In order that fuel elements of the bumper type -_y be available by the summer of 1960,
a demonstration loading of significant numbers of columns of these elements must be

made by about July 1959. Even though the test in KW Reactor will not be discharged
by this time, preliminary discharEing will have been accomplished and if unforeseen
problems are evidenced, this test shall be cancelled. The bulk of the KW test will

be discharged during Au6ust 1959 (or possibly the end of July) and negative results
from this test shall be the basis for discharEe of the individual reactor demonstra-
tion loads as well as the hiEh exposure test.

._n order that a significant number of columns for the demonstration loading may be

_chieved, and since charEe machines will not be avaliable, it is desirable to put a
portion of this loading into each of the older reactors, B, D, DR, F and H to dis-
tribute outage time losses. The high exposure test will probably result in siEnifi-
cant outaKe time losses; however, it will yield necessary data which must be available
before a decision may be made _o convert the reactors to this fuel. F Reactor has

been chosen for this test since equivalent outage time losses are currently scheduled
. under other testing programs for the other older reactors.

TEST DETAILS
. .,

1. Fuel Elements
. .,.

All fuel elements utilized for this test shall be normal production OIIN and

OIIE with projections resistance spot welded to the sides of the slug, 4 at
each end of 90 ° centers.

Fuel 0D 1.445" or 1.4_0

ID O.310"

Effective OD i.525"
Rib Height 0.040"

i Guaranteed Annulus O.015"

2. Fre-Irradlation Measurements

i a) Each fuel element utilized in the high exposure portion of this test shall

be weighed, measured and numbered prior to shipment to the F Reactor.

b) All f_,el elements utilized in the demonstration ioadln4{ shall be numbered

and a.3sembled into charges of 34 pieces each. Thirty spare pleces slmll

be shipped to each reactor with the 20 columns. Weight shall be recorded for

each piece in the downstream portion of all charges including controls.

All columns tn this _.es,,except the control material must be hand charEed since

_.nsufficlent front nozzle clearance exists. This requires:

a) Removal of rear face caps
b) Removal of front nozzle

e) Radiat[on mou_t.,_ring coveraEe during hand charEin _

d) l_et.urn ul' tubes to normal after charging.

A ii columns _re to be char_ed with the slu_s in numerical order with piece
number one downstream. CharMs numbers for each column are to be recorded.

All of the controi columns for %he tests may be machine ¢k_ar_ed, provided the
:'uei t_ieme:Lts ave l:_ or,:h.r ,.,nd the series number is r_corded.
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Charge makeup for the natural elements charged as the demontration load shall be i
the same as for other natural uranium columns in each reactor, centered with a
normal downstream dumt7 charge. The enriched columns shall be 38 pieces in length

at F Reactor and shall be charged so as to be centered in the reactor. Thin will

require that the natural uranium downstream dumm_ charge be lengthened by 26". '.

Loading _Schedule
pl,.ece_,,,,.+

Charge** ChargePer Goal Special Pickup

1 B,D,DR,F,H OIIN Bumper Elements _ 400 b_D/T No
2-3 B,D,DR,F,H " " " 3h 800 No

_-20 B,D,DR,F,H ...... 3h 1200 i0 columns
21 B,D,DR,F,H OIIN Control Elements 3/+ 400 No
22-23 " " ...... '..... 3/+ 8o0 No

• 2h-hO " " " " " " " " 3/+ 12OO 10 columns

hI-hh F OIIE Bumper Elemen_s 38 R_R* 4 columns
h5-_8 F OIIE Control Elemen_s 38 R_ 4 columns

* Run to rupture or to high exposure.

H Charges l-hO shall be prepared for each reactor indicated.
¥"' _ ,_,i _ .' wh_'o a_i:.r,_prl_:-te... , , . ,. •

_. Irradiatior.

During irradiation, weekly flow and daily temperature data for each of the columns
in the run-to-rupture portion of this test shall be recorded• No special data

are required for the demonstration loadings.

The high exposure test sinai1 be lrrradiated until two ruptures occur in one type
of material and thereafter until a statistically significant difference is
observed of at least a factor of 20 The high exposure test shall be discharged
irrespective of experience after two failures occur in the bumper portion of the

loading; all demonstration ioadings may be discharged at the request of the author
if no further data are required after two failures are sustained.

After expos,_re, all columns of the high exposure test shall be picked up special.

[n addition ten columns per reactor demonstration load wil_ also be picked up
special with ten columns of controls as chosen by the author•

_. Post. Irradiation Examination

After irradlation, all pieces picked up for special ex_mlnation shall be weighed

and measured ,.odetermine weight loss, warp, and general fuel condition. Selected
• elements may be examined ft_rther in the ,adiometal!urEy lsboratory. Hot-spot flow

patterns shal! be observed (if present) and held for visual examination by the
_t_thor.

,,, l[lJ,.:,t/.rd _

Ha-eros pe,.'u[l/tr 'o this test are primarily associated with the presence of the
bum;_ers ot_ ,,he fuel s,Lrfa:_. These arise Crom the fact that the bumpers do re-
stri-t fue I _lemvt_'.displacement in the prccese tube so that it is conceivable

that.these eeta_,:_,3,.oulds:t:k t[Ehter after rupt_u'e that,do smooth elements,
a:,nough r_b o' ',.ti.slt':lt'ysn(_uld reduce the F.robtemsa_sociated with this.

.,
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I to evaluate this problem indicated no problems. Should the results of the KWReactor test prove this concept to not be feasible, this test will be cancelled.

7. Thermocoup!e Probes

In srder tl_t a measure of the effect of the projections upon annular tempera-

ture distribution may be obtained, the first two col_mns charged into D Reactor
shall have downstream thermocouple probes installed.

8, Costs
,,,

All incremental costs directly attributable to this test may be charged to

XXX-5320-XXX,04. Outage time requirements are listed below for scheduling pur-

poses.

Processing Elevator

•1 Job Time Time

I. Discharge tubes with solid aluminum dummies ....
2. Remove front face nozzles 1 mh/tube i/_ hr/tube

5. Hand charge tubes with test material 3/4 rob/tube i/4 hr/tube
4. Replace front nozzles 1 re,h/tube i/h hr/tube
5. Install thermocouple probes 2 mh/tube 1/2 hr/tube

6. Remove probes 1/2 rob/tube 1/4 hr/tube

7.. Discharge and pick up special i-i/2 mh/tube i/4 hr/tube

In addition up to fotu- ruptures are authorized. (Hi@h Exposure Test, F Reactor)

RESPONSIBILITIES

Fuels Preparation Department

Manufacturin_ Operation shall be responsible for fabrication of all elements
used in this test and provislon of elements to others for attachment of the

projections; and shall be responsible for element equality, and preexposure
measurements of all pieces.

En%Ineerin_ Operation shall be responsible for attachment of the projections,
liaison contact and coordination of the 300 Area portion of this test.

Irradlatlon Processln_ Department

Research _md En_ineerlng O_¢ratlon
i

' Process Technology Operation will be responsible for providing assistanceI
•I in pre-shutdown scheduling and charging, reporting of operating data to
I the author, f'orspecifying of operating limits and for specifying column
I lo(:att_)ns..

I |'vt(:e_sand Reactor' Development OperatLon shall be responsible for coordina-
tion (,fthe test analysis of operating data, reporting of in-reactor per-
fo:znance, I'o:'detemlnlng when to dizchar_e the hlg@h exposure test, and fo.,"

r't,questlng c_Lvlydl_c.harCc o" specie'ted material.



Component Testing O_eration shall be responsible for post-irradlation fuel
element examination and measurement.

Reactor Operations

The Processin6 Opera%ion involved shall be responsible for scheduling, the
operatioD_l safety, and production continuity of the reactor, charging of
test material under the direction of representatives of Research and Engineer-

in_, and for collection of ol_eratin@ data.

The Maintenance O_era%ions shall be responsible for all maintenance required
by this test to include nozzle removal and thermocou_le probe installation.

o

" _eactor Fuels Unit

Research and Engineerin@

i IBSADIATION PROCESSING DRP_NT

RE Hall/cn
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